
1 Cor 6 
 
 
 
READ:  1 Cor 6:1-8 
Q:  Greeks civil law expected participation by all >30 year old males in a jury system that could 
gather panels of hundreds.  Paul thought this was all wrong on several levels. What? 

- Using civil courts.  No criticism of the courts themselves but 
 Jewish law expressly forbade a Jew to go to a non-Jewish court at all.  Was considered as 

blaspheming against the Divine Law of God. 
 Paul took the same thinking for the Christian believers v2.  That arbitration should be 

managed amongst ourselves v5 
- v8, Christian believers should not be defrauding each other! (“swindlers” 5:10,11; 6:10) 
- v7 it would be better to suffer the wrong than fight. Similar thinking in 1 Cor 4:12 “when 

reviled, we bless”.  The very antithesis of Aristotle’s megalopsuchia, En: great-heart that will 
not endure any insult. 

 
Q:  What is v2 about and how does 1 Cor 5:12, 13 help us?  Or does it contradict v2? 

- The Cosmos is in two spiritual worlds 
 V12 The Church, The Inside.  It is here that the Church itself must judge, care, steer. 
 V13 This World, The Outside.  It is there that God will judge. 
 V2 does seem to contradict v12.  But other references (Dan 7:22, Lk22.30, Rev 

20:4) put the saints sitting in judgement in the context of the End Times.  While 
in v12,13, Paul is interested I the hear-and-now.  

- For now ►God: judges The Outside. We judge the Inside (ourselves). 
 Not The Outside Judges The Inside, 1 Cor 6:1-8. 

- V10b. The attempt to separate completely from “the World” is impossible.  Though post-
Reformation communities have tried, e.g. Amish, Hutterites. 

-  “The World must be removed from the Church, but the church must not be removed from The 
World”. 

 
Q:  How are use this when we fall out with each other?  The car accident.  Boundary wall dispute, 
Conflict over a will.   Divorce.  Do we avoid the courts, or legal arbitration?  Or legal, financial, tax 
advice? 

- ……….. 
 
Q:  Is it practical to think that there will be elders/judges in a church who can settle disputes? 

- ……….. 
 
Q: v7 Should we just accept wrongdoing by the hands of others rather than make a big stink about it? 

- ……….. 
 
 
 
READ:  1 Cor 6:12-17 
Q:  Paul offers two contemporary quotes “All things are lawful to me” and Food is meant for the 
stomach and the stomach for food.”  What contemporary cultural value did it illustrate?   

- The Greeks looked down on the body.  Gk proverb “The body is a tomb”, but the soul is free.   
Epictetus “I am a poor soul shackled to a corpse.”  [2nd C heresy of Docetism] 

- Sexual intercourse is just as normal as eating. 
 



Q:  And what modern day values does it match? 
- Modern secular thinking 

 does not seek to divide a pure soul from a pleasure centre which is our body. 
 does seek to treat the body to make us feel good.  Whether that be excess (food alcohol, 

drugs, varied sex) or by discipline (running, gym, grooming & clothing) 
- < Freud’s analogy of Id, Ego and Superego > esp Id as a bucking horse. 

 
Q:  What take does Paul make on the human body? 

- 12b “not all things are helpful” – I decide based on separate criteriav17-The Lord. 
- 12c “I will not be enslaved by anything” – some things grip my body, they enslave me! 
- 13b “sexual immorality” – the body can and must be surrendered, but to The Lord 

 
Q:  What is the general Jewish understanding of body and soul?  And why does it have very 
contemporary feel to it. 

- The OT does not distinguish to any great degree the body and the spirit.  They are closely 
connected and inform each other. 

- The Greek view was the body is morally neutral.  Rather like the place we live in is morally 
neutral to our behaviour. 

- 20th C shows that lifestyle choices have drastic impact on our well being and that of our 
families (+ve: education, balanced diets, quiet households. –ve: obesity, addictions, domestic 
violence) 

- 21st C Neuroplasticity, also known as brain plasticity, the ability of the brain to change 
continuously throughout an individual's life based on bodily appetites +ve or –ve.  EG MRIs  on 
murderer’s brains. 

 
Q:  v12 “All things are lawful” but not all things are helpful.  What examples can you recall of things 
that are lawful but not helpful? 

- All-you-can-eat buffets. War-porn.  Escapist holidays.  Eating food offered to idols.  Serial killer 
movies. Football matches against old-rival teams. Avoiding The News.  My mobile phone.  
Snapchat. 

 
 
 
READ:  1 Cor 6:9-11 
Q:  Looking at v9, 10, classify or group these behaviours? 

- Carnal: sexual immorality, adulterers, homosexuals. = 3 
- Financial: thieves, greedy (covet), swindlers. = 3 
- Other: idolaters {false gods, mammon, temple pros’}, drunkards, revilers (slanderers). = 3 

 
Q:  This again, just after 5:10, 11! Is this a case of “Oh goodness! The world is facing: [1] climate 
crisis, [2] loss of social cohesion, [3] decay of trust and truth.  But the Church is obsessed with sex”? 

- No, it is the western world that is obsessed with sex and has sexualised all relationships, to the 
detriment of emotional and mental health of both adults and children. 

- No. Paul is addressing a particular pastoral issue in Ch5.  But in 5:10+11 and 6:9+10 widens the 
issues: “greedy” (consumerism & eco-destruction), “swindlers” (sharp commercial practice), 
idolaters (celebrity culture), “drunkard” (substance abuse), “reviler” (fake news, erosion of 
trust). 

 
 
 
 



TAKE AWAY 
Q:  What is your good news take away today? 
o My body is creaking.  13b, but what I’ve got is meant for the Lord and The Lord for what I’ve 

got and will raise it up v14 in some mysterious manner. 
o V11, my past was once lurid v9, 10.  But now I have been washed. 
o Modern behaviour and its dangers highlight the old PT wisdom that the body really does 

count, and that we can change.  Not anymore Nature ↔Nurture.  But Spirit ►Nurture 
►Nature. 
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